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NOTE: A Strict Call for Reparations to Blacks for The Last 500 Years of Damage; Focusing on 

all the Injustice Before, During, and After Slavery, and Painful Repeated Cycles of Unjust Police 

Killings; This AARS Position Leads to the AARS Plan in Terms of Equity Restorative Justice 

(ERJ); In ERJ Victims Settle for Less Than the Debt; but Demand Ample Resources to Repair 

their Broken Family in America, Africa, and Globally; {In AARS we Generate Wealth to Relieve 

Culprits of their Duty to Repair Damage, and Victims of Suffering from Economic Exploitation: 

  

African-Americans are fortunate to know hundreds of communities and organizations across the 

country, are considering providing reparations to blacks for generations of abuse, oppression, 

racism, and slavery. Places like California, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, North Carolina, Iowa 

City Iowa, and Evanston Illinois; along with religious denominations like the Episcopal Church; 

and prominent colleges like Georgetown University in Washington.  

We have an issue on the reparations plan that was posed for a few blacks on housing restrictions 

in Evanston. The civic group that posed the program that landed in 2019, said pro reparations 

groups offered pro-bono legal aid if the program is challenged. All blacks and everyone else should 

challenge the program, because it is not a reparations plan, it is only a housing redress program, 

for a few qualifying blacks. The dissenting voter stated the effort is paternalistic, and assumes that 

blacks cannot generate or control their own money. African-Americans should claim AARS to 

generate wealth, and to move towards unity, independence, and liberation.  

    

Reparations are meant to repair damage done to all blacks, not a few in certain areas, or massacres. 

There are cases brewing where some blacks are misguided to try to get reparations for a few blacks. 

The proper way to approach reparations is with a plan that identifies the wide range of damage, 

using and creating applicable programs to repair that damage, and listing issues and lingering 

problems we should solve ASAP. We fought the Civil Rights Movement (CRM), to gain rights 

that would have led blacks to equality. But we were fooled with integration, so now we need a 2nd 

CRM to win those rights, and to slowly dissolve racism and police terrorism. The 2nd CRM will 

be the Reparations Movement, to win our rights in a peaceful and political process.   

  

In AARS we use all 3 models of reparations for the collective for all 50 million blacks in the U.S., 

and a personal settlement, with a priority on poor blacks, HBCU’s, and black institutions. The 3 

models of reparations are (1) Improving Integration, (2) Expanding Repatriation, and (3) Creating 

Sovereignty. We need $18 Trillion for programs to improve, expand, and create each model, with 

$8 Trillion for individual relief, plus $5 Trillion for reserves and unexpected costs, (that is $67 

Trillion, an ERJ settlement), as we {prepare for sovereignty with programs}. Yes, blacks still 

get relief if they deny sovereignty, along with the option to engage various cultural and social 

{programs to transform, or to remain stable}, for healing purposes, and for healthy and productive 

living. In AARS we also produce and search for programs to create and find jobs.  



Blacks need reparations now, because others received reparations, for much less damage and/or 

loss of lives, yet they were granted their own reservations or territories, so blacks need their own 

repatriated and sovereign land. Studies prove they should create, build, form, own, and operate 

their own schools, hospitals, corporations, military police; and entire infrastructure with superior 

homes, roads, highways, shopping malls, parks, and communication systems; with all the 

requirements and luxuries which are essential, visioned, and designed to build elite safe cities, at 

home and abroad.  

Blacks are divided, deceived, and in danger, so they should unite around this AARS plan to ask 

the government for 40 square miles (40mi2) of land, (symbolic to 40 acres and a mule), to build 

their own new safe repatriated and sovereign cities. They deserve sovereignty after slavery to 

stipulate group autonomy and collective progress. Their Internal Black Plebiscite Votes (PV), 

during Black History Month of 2022, for blacks only 18 and older, to claim an indigenous 

status, and to improve integration, expand repatriation, and create sovereignty, should be 

their collective response to institutional racism and police terrorism!  

Manhattan, NY is 33.77mi2 with 1.63 million people. Manhattan operates as one of the world’s 

best and leading commercial, financial, and cultural centers. Our new repatriated and sovereign 

cities will be similar, for our Black Family Reunion and Cultural Restoration Process, by being 

planned for and applying healing, repairing, recovering, and transforming programs and services. 

A priority should be to profess and reclaim our true homeland, culture, and heritage.  

This AARS Plan emphasizes leaving corruption in integration, for peace and prosperity in 

repatriation and sovereignty. It includes youth programs to decrease foul language and activities 

for racial improvement, and adult programs to self-actualize, set goals, and teach good values to 

their children. They should also do 5-year case studies on all companies, institutions, and systems 

in America, because blacks depend on these sources for socialization into life, and a democratic 

nation. Everyone should endorse AARS for black reparations, and to conduct 5year studies 

for positive changes in society, to benefit blacks and everyone else in America.   

There are advantages with (1) sovereignty as an alternative to (2) integration, primarily with 

problems which stem from slavery, which have created deep divisions among blacks, which they 

must solve among themselves. They can work towards pride and unity, even if many of them do 

remain integrated, as they protest for change to attain peace and collective progress. Secondarily, 

they remove themselves from harm and unwarranted fatalities in integration, while they get the 

option to learn, and to use their abilities, networks, and skills to build their own elite safe cities.  

Blacks should live in all (3) models or settings, because they walked and struggled with Whites 

and Jews to achieve equality in integration. However, their position also includes embracing (3) 

repatriation, because they are deprived of basic civil and human rights, because of the color of 

their skin, therefore they are mistreated. So, they should protest for 5 years to demand justice, and 

work to mend and uplift their extended and global family relationships. They can build their close 



southern and distant diaspora relatives, elite safe cities on prime repatriated land. This is an AAIU 

to AARS Congress Program for the Black Family Reunion, and International Peace.  

African-Americans and others would appreciate it if athletes and others who are concerned about 

justice and equality, would protest and sponsor AAIU Racism Dialogue for the next 5 years, 

because the facts show problems are very bad, and getting much worse in integration; so blacks 

need alternatives, when it comes to a permanent residence. Our repatriated and sovereign city 

designs comfortably accommodate 1 million blacks. We will build more sovereign, repatriated, 

recovery, and Revival Black Christian and Pro Black Nationalist Cities, for 2 million blacks at a 

time, by building 2 cities at a time, by the grace of God.  

Reparations funds are in the upper trillions, so it may be best to use the SEEG source to generate 

wealth for the next 5 years. If we demand those guilty of enslaving, or exploiting blacks to donate 

trillions, or we file lawsuits against them, as we should, that could cause resistance. Blacks already 

have enough problems to solve, from African Invasions, high death tolls from stress related illness, 

unjust laws, (drugs, alcohol, and menthol), Tulsa and other Total Town Attacks, severe emotional 

trauma from police killings, and man-made viruses. After 500-2000 years of stifling mental 

anguish and social impositions, most blacks really do want & need help.  

The AAIU data base identifies 17 corporations who surely owe blacks reparations. We also hope 

and pray that the U.S. Government, the Roman Catholic Church, and the Bush’s and Rothschild’s 

will cooperate, because AAIU data has proof of them profiting from slavery, and/or exploiting 

blacks. We ask this list of 21 guilty groups, then all others with wealth and compassion, like B of 

A, Citi Bank, GM, and Wells Fargo, who committed to economic development for underserved 

communities, to consider using the SEEG source to help blacks generate wealth for reparations.   

EXAMPLE: as clients they open a new 5B cash account, with no risk of losing funds, to generate 

wealth (100B up to 3T), in 1 year (pending program openings). Since they are invited to such a 

lucrative venture, we ask them to keep a huge profit of 40%, to graciously contribute 40% to the 

AARS Congressional Account for our humanitarian cause to build safe cities and to contemplate 

emotional therapy, and 20% for platform, attorneys, bankers, credit facilities, conglomerate 

business, agents, and fees; then repeat the deal 4 times. Now note the profit splits are negotiable.  

DETAILS: (We ask our government for the land-grants; for all blacks 18-54 to get a 50k, and 55 

and older to get a 200k tax free emergency relief check on 11-1- 2022); for engineers and unions 

to build two elite safe cities and train our adults, {ages 18-34 $4000 a month, and ages 35-54 $8000 

a month}, to build and maintain our cities; we ask the army, navy, air force, and marines to build 

a small strong base on all of our cities perimeters, and train our young adults to become the military 

police. Then, they may agree to appoint or leave some strong soldiers behind, to patrol with our 

people they train, to keep our cities and residents safe. It takes a move of this magnitude to stop 

the police and supremacist from unjustly killing innocent and unarmed blacks!  



The priority should be to leave racism, unjust police killings, and multiple problems in integration, 

for freedom, justice, equality, and safety in repatriation and sovereignty via reparations. Recall, 

the punishment should fit the crime; so, reparations should materialize to repair the last 500 years 

of exacted, excruciating, and encroaching damage.  

Implementing these amenities in quality and quantity are manageable, requires 50 years for blacks 

to build safe cities and to heal, and they should replace negative fixtures, which have become 

normalized in their daily interaction, (like offensive foul language, intense vulgar music, and 

aggressive lewd behavior), which came from bad experiences with racism and oppression, with 

their classical, identifiable, and noble names, languages, customs, and culture.   

Now those in power are using their groups to endorse or produce a black reparations plan. That 

could create obstruction like the H.R. 40 Hearings, the T & R Process in South Africa, and the 

trial run for reparations in Evanston Illinois. Everybody should monitor that activity to eliminate 

confusion, and circulate this AARS Plan, to ask the government, those in power, their various 

groups, and the entire public for their endorsement. This is how blacks become proactive in 

claiming a reparations plan. They should not wait for or expect others to produce a good plan. 

AARS makes it easy for culprits to contribute resources they owe, and the compassionate can also 

donate, so that victims get a fair and just reparations settlement, that they need and deserve.   

A beautiful aspect of AARS reparations is that it can be a healing source for the races. It gives 

culprits of causing damage a way to apologize, and make amends for stolen wealth and forced 

slave labor, and they could opt for a huge profit, while the compassionate also get a chance to 

recognize our collective demise, and donate to our cause to help us build safe cities and heal 

psychologically, as they could also opt for a huge profit, and victims can opt to undergo programs 

for therapy for healing, repairing, recovering, and transforming.  

Black people should want to and have a strong desire to transform, to create new images of 

themselves, reflecting the legacy of their great kings, queens, and citizens from Africa; to help 

reduce and eventually eliminate bad stereotypes; which causes bad treatment for blacks globally.  

Spirituality and land are key components African-Americans need in a plan, to facilitate and 

maintain productive programs for repairing damage, a better life, and prayer to stay the course.  

We suffer from loses in economics, social services, and properties; cultural assimilation; internal 

pain; prolific damage and injuries; and preventing group autonomy. AARS operates to find and 

create solutions, and the AARS Congress will identify and produce programs for action.    

The races get along good at musical, political, and sporting events, so reparations should unfold 

utilizing peaceful promotional campaigns, for the races and especially the police, to keep that same 

level of appreciation and respect for one another, in our daily lives. When blacks get their own 

land, others will give them respect, so that they can build safe cities, and develop programs for 

emotional therapy, since they are victims of many harmful, and long-term eras of trauma.  



{Race relations have been very bad and are getting much worse. A brief parting will help the races 

learn to respect one another like a divorce. People divorce then reconcile after forming a sincere 

mutual respect, to keep good relationships that last forever. The AAIU presents the sovereign 

model of AARS, as an American social service through the AARS Congress, for racial 

reconciliation}.  

The whole country should engage in AARS, because we discuss advantages of sovereignty over 

integration, and we discuss great benefits for America, by making her descendants of slaves, happy 

and productive residents, instead of unhappy welfare recipients, who are still victims of cruelty 

and brutality. It also satisfies agitators who preferred segregation. They constantly battled blacks 

being integrated for decades, yet blacks were still forced into hostile integration, under fierce 

opposition, harming both blacks and whites. This AARS strategy is good for many reasons, mainly 

in positioning to initiate racial healing, repairing, and unity among blacks, but also to create a path 

for genuine and lasting racial harmony with all others at home and abroad.  

In Carson our parents taught good family values and we had a strong support system. That sound 

background gave me insightful visions to nurture of helping others. I developed good habits and a 

desire to read for long stretches in elementary school, upon engaging the Head Start Program. I 

went on to Jr. High and participated in campus activities related to communications. I enjoyed 

watching music, sports, and promotional campaigns bring people together, creating the most 

festive, fun, and memorable occasions. I grew 10” the summer before High School, so I learned 

the fundamentals of basketball, and became a Legend at Verbum Dei High in Watts in 1979.   

   

I was a gifted 6’8” point guard, trained hard, and became an All American who won a scholarship 

to UCLA. I transferred to UAB because coach Larry Brown lied, and did not let me play the point. 

After I left UAB I found out coach Gene Bartow was in cahoots with Larry, so he deceived me on 

playing the point. He let me play the point for the whole year that I sat out. Then when I became 

eligible, he switched my position. I tried to appeal but they black balled me after lying to me, and 

telling lies on me! That was cold blooded and it still hurts. I was a victim of racism in sports by 

owners, associations, and coaches abusing their power, as were many athletes like Muhammad 

Ali, Curt Flood, Raymond Lewis, and Colin Kaepernick. We should investigate racism in sports 

to secure equal opportunities for many more blacks to own, manage, and coach.  

  

I had to go overseas to play and retire in Switzerland. Then I returned to UCLA to get my degree 

in Sociology. Then I worked as a group supervisor at a volatile detention camp where they filmed 

the Gridiron Gang. Since then, I studied big business, became socially active, and aspired to be a 

civil rights leader. Now I am a devoted asset manager, community activist, and problem solver. 

These experiences keep visions of helping others in my mind by sharing programs to help slowly 

dissolve racism and police terrorism, and posing programs to facilitate true racial reconciliation.   

  



I am raising 460B to build two cities. One repatriated and one sovereign ELITE SAFE CITY for 

descendants of slaves, and survivors of disasters, and displacement. Those victims are in great 

need of help and they need a curriculum, to prepare themselves to compete in high tech job 

markets, and other fields projected as being in great demand for future employment. We also host 

programs to elevate civil, social, and moral values. The AARS intent is to get justice for blacks, to 

create a path for everyone in America to cope and feel safe, and to promote positive police and 

race relations nationally and globally.  

  

All places of worship, spiritual entities, and concerned citizens should partake in implementing 

programs, to raise all expectations and standards for all youth in America, to become race 

sensitive people. This AAIU program which will be implemented by the AARS Congress, is key 

to changing our socialization patterns with all youth in America, on race relations, from hostile 

and secluded, to amenable interaction. Racism is a learned attitude and behavior, so, if adults start 

teaching children to be race sensitive by respecting other races, instead of race haters to hate other 

races, all youth will grow up to be friendly to other races. Our youth should become respectable, 

tax paying, peaceful members in society, instead of violent gun toting war mongers.  

  

We need 20B for SSUT Projects to help protect our nation and our cities; 10B for an Oil 

Company (to build small refineries, and later a major plant); and build a Plastic and Aluminum 

Recycling Plant, all three to create thousands of jobs in processing, assembling, warehousing, and 

transportation); 10B to buy a Baseball, Basketball, and Football Team, and build an Exquisite 

LA Ram like Stadium for big events, concerts, games, voting, and more jobs; 7B Agriculture 

and Energy; 6B Aero/Med/Tech University; 4.2B Clothes and Toiletries; 4B 

Hospital/Recovery Center in our serene area; 3.5B City Workers, Maintenance, Waste, and  

Water Treatment; 3B Research and Development to Improve Family and Social Skills; 

2.5B  

Parks & Rec; 2B Entertainment Productions; 1.4B High Rise Business Plaza; 1B WS 

Blazer Child Living, Training, and Mentor Facilities; 300m Gold Project; 100m Education  

Plan.                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                   Subtotal 225B  
  

I am in direct contact with all principles for all projects named above, and they expect me to get 

funding. I am in possession of and have discussed their business plans extensively. They plan to 

adhere to environmentally sustainable standards, to limit bad air omissions and poor product 

manufacturing. Projects named above are humanitarian in nature via raising funds to create jobs, 

expand tax bases for our local and national social services, upgrade K-12 education curriculum in 

California, then expand nationally, and implement educational programs to improve police and 

race relations.   

  



THANK YOU FOR ALL CONSIDERATION                                                                                                            

Note: (+5B) for Project Safety & Admin Service                           Total cost for one city is 230B  

  

We are complying with national and international guidelines, and are embracing social progress 

for those in great need, after enduring extreme and lengthy devastation, like slavery, segregation, 

and natural disasters. We focus on infrastructure, and revival work; building new cities, keeping 

hope alive, and uplifting human hearts, minds, bodies, and souls. So, please keep George Floyd in 

mind, new cases of terrorism, and recall similar cases like Rodney King’s, and Breonna  

Taylor’s. Then know blacks need a 70% yes Plebiscite Vote (PV) during Black History Month of 

2022 at a designated Black Church, to claim this AARS position for reparations. We will provide 

a list of churches on 12-4-21, as an addendum to the AARS plan.  

  

This AARS plan includes introducing a class on concealed Black History, (how racism became 

institutionalized, slavery’s dominating legacy in the mentalities of blacks, whites, and jews), and 

posing AARS reparations as the solution. This will give African-Americans a wide range of 

information on these topics, which will prepare them for their two internal PV’s. Blacks should 

learn that repatriation is going back to Africa, down south, or any other place where blacks were 

enslaved or exploited; with a good understanding of the customs of the places where they choose 

to go, along with the promise to improve relations within their global black family, and with ample 

resources to build elite safe cities. Blacks should also learn that sovereignty is their salvation in 

America. They get their own land, form their own government, then develop a new mindset to 

own, operate, and control all affairs, businesses, and institutions within their borders.   

  

Blacks should have their second PV to determine how many blacks prefer to continue to live in 

integration, how many prefer to repatriate, and how many prefer sovereignty, after learning that 

they do have alternatives to living in integration. Then we will know how many sovereign and 

repatriated cities, we need to build for descendants of slaves. We also need presidential and 

congressional action on U.S. racism, police terrorism, and dangerous and growing systematic and 

institutionalized corruption! The AARS Congress will assist them in this 5-year case study 

program.  

  

It would help if everyone or most people in America, would study this AARS position and take 

the class starting on 10-4-22, to study racism, to learn how we can overcome that deadly disease 

collectively, as a majority of calm and united people in America. Then give your support in a brief 

note stating approval of this AARS position, and everybody can submit their brief ideas on how to 

help repair the Black Family, during Black History Month of 2023; on the bottom of the  

last section of number 10 of this website.                                                           

The AARS plan like the website will help to educate America on Black History, Racism, and 

Reparations, to prepare Blacks for their internal PV, and to prepare others to offer their ideas to 



help repair the Black Family, during our month to vote in February of 2023.  The PV is a part of 

the AAIU’s Black History Month - Juneteenth Project for 2022, to help repair, transform thought 

processes, (and go on a mission to secure safety, pride, and unity for Blacks with the AARS plan). 

We should rebuild our dear beloved Black Family at home and abroad. Then, we can also seriously 

consider working towards true racial harmony with all other peoples in America, and around the 

world. Trust in One God, One World, One Family, and One Love.  

 

Peace and Blessings,                                                                                                                                                                      

Brotha Pruitt  

  


